
Let’s have a frank conversation about 
gun magazines.  More specifically, let’s 
talk about high capacity magazines. 

Depending on who you ask, you may get 
entirely different opinions on the subject. 
After all, if standard 20 or 30 round stick 

mags aren’t broke, why fix them? I think 
that we can all agree that “standard” 
capacity magazines aren’t necessarily 
broken, but they are by no means 

perfect. Enter the X Products 
50 round “drum” magazine. 
Currently X Products offers 50 

round magazines for the AR15, 
Armalite AR10, M1A/M14, FN FAL, 
SCAR17, AR .308 and HK91/PTR91.
At first glance you might think it’s 
just a Beta Mag C-Mag sawed in 
half.  However, there’s a heck of a lot 
more going on here that makes for 
a far more interesting conversation. 

Performance: Does the thing 
actually work?

As you may have experienced, 
there are standard and high capacity 
magazines out there known for their 
“performance issues”. So who better 
to decide the performance of a high 
capacity magazine than those who 
put a lot of rounds down range? LE 

Officers, Military, Survivalists, 
C o m p e t i t i o n 
Shooters, and 

industry experts have all put the X Products 
magazine design through its paces to great effect.  
Here’s what’s being said:

“We started by leaving the magazine fully loaded in a 
safe for a couple of weeks.  We then used the magazine 
in a couple of different M4’s on semi automatic and 
fully automatic without any malfunctions. We have 
tried to make the magazine fail and have been unable 
to do so.  The magazine is very robust and thus far a 
very reliable product.”

- Charlie Creel
Sheriff

Wakulla County, FL

“The magazine was easy to use, intuitive to load and 
well made. It was utilized in both the semi and full 
auto modes and functioned reliably and flawlessly.”

- Officer Frank Herman
Special Assignments Unit

Phoenix Police Department, AZ

“We were able to test both the AR-15 and M1A 
versions of the X-Products mags and they work great. 
There is nothing like them in the market.”

- GunsAmerica Actual

Quality: Will it survive?

Built by American hands, the X Products 
magazine delivers on its promise of quality. It’s a 

remarkable thing to see such attention 
to detail these days.  Each of the 10 
variants manufactured by X Products 
is constructed of aluminum.  In 

fact, the only parts that aren’t 
aluminum are the followers which 
are made of high impact glass filled 
nylon. Manufactured by the same 
subcontractor used by Crimson 
Trace®, the newly designed followers 
are lighter and just as durable as the 

aluminum followers X Products used in 
their original concept design. Starting at $239, X 
Products took special care to make sure the quality 
of their magazines lives up to the price point.

It’s no surprise that X Products also opted 
for a Cerakote™ finish, which plays a key role in 
the durability and longevity of each magazine. 
Aside from the rugged durability provided by 
the Cerakote™ finish, it also eradicates the need 
for lubrication. In fact, X Products actually 
recommends that you don’t lube their magazines! 

To put their money where their mouth is, X 
Products also chipped in a lifetime no-hassle 
warranty. You know you’re dealing with a top notch 
company when they cover the cost of shipping 
under their warranty policy. Warranty aside, these 
magazines are really built to withstand punishment.  
You’ll most likely die before this mag does.

“First of all, I’m impressed with the quality of this 
thing.  When I first took it out of the box I was 
surprised at how nicely it is made.”

- Tim Harmsen
Military Arms Channel
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“The X-Products drum mags work and they are just 
way too cool.  These are high quality mags that should 
last a lifetime of ticking off folks like Sen. Feinstein 
and Pierce Morgan”.

- Dustin Ellermann
Top Shot Season 3 Champion

Functionality: Is it really practical?

So it works and it’s not made of cheap plastic. But 
who really needs a high capacity magazine? When 
asked why he went to such great lengths to design a 
50 round magazine, the C.E.O of X Products James 
Malarkey gave some compelling food for thought.  

“Our drum magazines aren’t just made to be high 
capacity, they’re engineered to be just the right size. 
Our 50 round magazines are 2-4 inches shorter 
than so-called standard capacity magazines. We 
specifically built them for combat purposes and to 
withstand the worst of conditions. We also wanted to 
dispel the myth that “high capacity” magazines are 

X Products magazines have been tested in all 
environments and around the world making them one 
of the most rugged magazines on the market.



inherently problematic and based upon the feedback 
we’ve received from military, LE, and civilian 
marksmen around the globe, I’d say that we’ve been 
very successful.”

- James Malarkey
C.E.O.

X Products

Looking at the side profile of an X Products 
magazine in comparison to a “standard” 20 or 30 
round magazine, you quickly get an appreciation 
for the compact design. For many, sacrificing 
maneuverability is not an option. The beauty of the 
X Products design is that it actually helps balance 
the rifle, especially at high rates of fire. 

The compact design also still allows for effective 
use of a bipod, a quality not shared by stick mags of 
similar capacities. Along these lines, the X Products 
magazine also makes for an effective alternative to 
a bipod when prone due to its circular design. This 
is also something that can’t be said for other high 
capacity magazines on the market.

So just how long does it take to load 50 rounds? 
Those in the line of fire know that reload time 
under stress is crucial. Using the technique 
provided in the owner’s manual, the X Products 
magazine is actually much faster to load round-
for-round. There also isn’t any need for special 
reloading attachments so you don’t have to worry 
about losing essential components out in the field.

Let’s get the final elephant out of the room; 
weight. Does an X Products magazine weigh 
more than a standard mag? Of course it does, but 
this thing is made to save reloading time and live 
longer than you. This is a factor that each person 
must decide for themselves. The most popular 
magazine, the X-15 designed for the AR15 weighs 
1 lb 15oz unloaded and 3 lbs fully loaded with 50 
rounds of .223 5.56x42 (this mag also accepts 300 
AAC Blackout). In addition, X Products also offers 
Skeletonized versions that weigh about a third less 
than their solid counterparts. Ultimately it’s easy 
to see that the X Products magazine is built to give 

a devastating upper hand in first contact scenarios.
“I don’t care what other gun writer’s or armchair 
experts might say, 50 rounds of ammo on tap, 
without a reload is firepower in my book, and if 
you are on the receiving end of that many rounds 
flying at you, I’m sure you’ll agree with this finding 
as well.”

- Pat Cascio
Survival Blog

“The X-15 is a high-end, high-quality drum whose 
compact shape allows the user to maneuver more 
easily. It’s a fantastic addition to any AR-15 owner’s 
gear.” 

- Chris Cheng
Top Shot Season 4 Champion

“The magazine works as advertised, functioning 
more reliably than other high capacity magazines 
that we have tested...The operators that tested the 
magazine liked it and all said that they would 
recommend its purchase and use for high volume 
fire. This magazine was used by operators with 
various skill levels. No malfunctions were observed. 
We continue to use the magazine for high fire 
testing.”

- Bruce  Park
Senior Armorer/Instructor

San Bernardino County Sheriff, CA

Technology: So how’s it different?

As mentioned previously, X Products focused on 
creating a military grade magazine. Development 
started in 2005 and it wasn’t until 2009 that 
production began. X Products magazines have 
been tested internationally for military use by 
light infantrymen and helicopter gunners. The 
compact design has been a welcome addition to 
LMG’s which are notorious for weighing 20 lbs+ 
when taking ordnance into account. A fully loaded 
X-25 in a .308 AR only weighs 12 lbs, which is 
an obvious added benefit. Also to its credit, X 
Products specifically engineered their magazines 
to run only FMJ NATO spec. ammo which allows 
for reliable operation.

The words “innovation” and “evolution” are 
loosely thrown around these days and have become 
a bit trite. The X Products approach to technology 
is actually quite refreshing. The proprietary 
tension release device built into each X Products 
magazine allows it to function like a dual stack 
mag, but in a single stack arrangement. This allows 

for possibly the most compact arrangement 
ever invented. Despite their success, these 
guys from Oregon aren’t finished.  Before 
each production run, X Products looks for 
ways to improve their product based on 
ongoing testing and customer feedback. This 
is the true hallmark of innovation. Recently, X 
Products even partnered with Washington 
based HANDL Defense to release a 
billet aluminum SCAR17 lower receiver 
specifically designed to function with the 
X-25 magazine as well as any other SR-
25/M1110 magazine on the market.

Final Thoughts

Rather than regurgitate everything 
you just read, here’s a few words from 
IraqVeteran8888 who you may know 
from his highly successful YouTube 
channel. This seems to pretty much sum 
things up.

“X products has a winner with their drum 
design...simple to operate, deadly efficiency, 
and pure fun for those wanting to create 
mile high piles of brass.”

- IraqVeteran8888
YouTube 

You can find more info about X Products 
and their magazines systems at:

www.xproducts.com

The 50 round X-15 compared to 30 and 60 round mags.


